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Abstract 
In this paper we present two (not independent) applications of the surplus Nielsen number of 
the complement due to the second author. For the first application we give a based Nielsen number 
N,(f) associated with a based map f : (X, z*) -+ (X, 2,) of a compact connected polyhedron 
X. The number N,(f) is a based homotopy invariant which is a lower bound for the number 
of fixed points in the based homotopy class of f. Moreover N, (f) 3 N(f; X, 2,) the relative 
Nielsen number of the pair (X, LL). The inequality may be strict, in particular N,(f) detects the 
two unremovable fixed points (not detected by N(f; X, z*)) on Jiang’s well known example on 
the figure eight. A minimum theorem is given. 
In the second part of the paper we introduce a Nielsen type number NW(f) for noncompact 
spaces by taking the surplus number of the complement of the point at infinity in the one point 
compactification of the original space. The number Nm (f) is a homotopy invariant with respect 
to those homotopies which extend to the one point compactification. In particular it is an isotopy 
invariant for self-homeomorphisms. We also indicate how to extend Nm (f) to the relative setting 
for noncompact spaces. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we give two (not independent) applications of the surplus Nielsen number 
of the complement due to the second author [lo]. The surplus number is defined in the 
context of a self-map f : (X, A) --+ (X, A) of pairs, and counts certain fixed point classes 
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in the complement X - A. Both of our applications concern the case that A = {CT*}, a 
singleton. For the first application we introduce a based Nielsen number N, (f), for a self- 
map f : (X, 2,) + (X, x*) o a compact connected polyhedron X. The number N, (f) f 
can be greater than the relative Nielsen number of f (when the subspace in question 
is the singleton {z*}) and of course N,(f) < M(f; X, IC,), the minimum number of 
fixed points for any map in the same relative homotopy class of f. Our number comes 
into its own for a class of spaces that are known to be non-Wecken (spaces for which 
N(f) < hf(f,@))? namely those for which the base point is a local cut point. Under 
mild conditions these spaces turn out to be based Wecken, that is, there is a map g 
which is based homotopic to f with the property that g has exactly N, (f) fixed points. 
In order to give our results on based surplus classes, there are a number of adjustments 
and extensions that need to be made to the theory given in [lo] for the special case that 
A = {cc*}. For example the minimum theorem in [lo] requires that the space X under 
consideration not have a local cut point. We make the important adjustment of freeing 
our minimum theorem of this requirement. This refinement and some others are made 
possible precisely because we are not dealing with an arbitrary subspace A, but rather 
the special case A = {IC*}. 
The second part of the paper also uses surplus theory, and at times the first part of 
the paper. In fact we use surplus theory in a different but related way, and define a 
Nielsen type number N”(f) on a self-map f of a noncompact space Y. Here we take 
the Alexandrov one point compactification Y” of a space Y, and we then define our 
Nielsen type number N”(f) to be the surplus Nielsen number of the complement of the 
point at infinity. Clearly not all self-maps of Y extend to self-maps of Yco, so part of 
our work is to determine which maps and homotopies do extend. In fact in our context, 
all homeomorphisms (and isotopies of such maps) do extend (see Corollary 4.3 and 
Proposition 4.9), so our main application is to homeomorphisms. The number N”(f) 
is a homotopy invariant with respect to those homotopies which extend to the one point 
compactification. In particular it is an isotopy invariant for self-homeomorphisms. We 
show that N”(f) satisfies a number of other properties including invariance under 
conjugation. We also indicate how to extend N”(f) to the relative setting for noncompact 
spaces. 
Our approach to noncompact spaces differs from that of Scholz [7] who worked with 
homotopies with compact support (i.e., with maps whose fixed point set is compact). 
We, on the other hand, work with maps and homotopies that extend to the one point 
compactification. This allows us to deal at times with maps whose fixed point set might 
not be compact (e.g., Example 4.14). 
As is usual in a restricted Nielsen theory neither of the numbers in this paper satis- 
fies all of the properties of ordinary Nielsen fixed point theory, but we investigate the 
discrepancies, and show which properties do hold. 
The philosophy of the first and second parts of the paper are different. In the first part 
we are using the surplus number to detect possibly more fixed points than the ordinary 
or appropriate relative theory. In the second part it is not so much that we obtain more 
fixed points, but that we are able to use Nielsen theory to detect them at all. 
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The paper is divided as follows: in Section 2, following this introduction, we recall 
the necessary definitions and make the some adjustments and refinements that are needed 
for our applications to the special case that the subspace is a singleton. In Section 3 we 
define and give properties of our based Nielsen number, and prove a minimum theorem 
for it. In Section 4 we give our Nielsen type number for noncompact spaces, give some 
properties and examples, and extend the noncompact number to the relative setting. 
2. Relative Nielsen theory and refinements of surplus theory 
In this section we recall some of the fundamentals of surplus Nielsen theory [lo], 
relative Nielsen theory [6], and make some refinements which we need because we are 
dealing with the special case that A = (2,). 
Let f:(X,A) + (X,A) b e a self-map of a pair of compact connected polyhedra X 
and A in which A has finitely many path components. We will denote the restriction of 
f to A by flA. W e are interested primarily in the case that A is a singleton which we 
denote in the first part by CC*, and in the second by co (in the second part the base point 
is not simply a preselected point, but is taken to be the point at infinity in the one point 
compactification). We will however recall many of the definitions for arbitrary A. For 
any f : Y + Y we denote the set of fixed points {y E Y 1 f(y) = y} by Q(f). 
Let U be a subset of X which has finitely many path components. Recall that two 
fixed points 5, y E Q(f) are said to belong to the same fixed point class of f on U if 
z,y E U, and there is a path o in U from z to y such that (Y z f(o) rel (0, 1). If 
U = X then the fixed point classes of f on U are just the usual Nielsen classes of f. 
We shall refer to them as ordinary fixed point classes. As usual the cardinality #(E(f)) 
of the set E(f), of ordinary essential fixed point classes, is denoted by N(f). As pointed 
out in [lo], fixed point classes of a relative map f on X - A have all the same basic 
properties of ordinary fixed point classes of f, and each fixed point class of f on X - A 
is contained in an ordinary fixed point class of f (but a fixed point class of f may contain 
more than one fixed point class of f on X - A, see Example 3.2). 
Recall next that a fixed point class of F of f on X - A is said to be a nonsurplus 
fixed point class of f on X - A if there is a point II: E F and a path 
such that a N f(o) : (I, {0}, { 1)) --) (X, z, A). A fixed point class off on X-A which 
is not a nonsurplus fixed point class of f on X - A is said to be surplus. When X is 
compact there are a finite number of such classes. In general, several surplus fixed point 
classes of f (or in fact nonsurplus fixed point classes of f) on X - A may combine to 
give a Nielsen class of f on X (see Example 3.2). 
As we mentioned earlier the fact that we are considering the special case that A = {x*} 
allows us to make certain refinements of the theory. For arbitrary A, the end point a(1) 
of the path Q in the definition of nonsurplus fixed point class, need not be a fixed point. 
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However for A = {zt’,} it clearly is. In the next proposition F, will denote the fixed 
point class of f on X that contains x1;. 
Proposition 2.1. Let f : (X,x*) -+ (X, z,) b e a map, then the class F, contains every 
nonsurplusfied point class off on X - x,. Moreover every other-fixed point class of 
f on X is a union of surplus fixed point classes off on X - z*. 
As mentioned above when X is compact each surplus fixed point class of f on X - A 
is compact and so has an index in the usual way (see [lo, 3.3 and 3.41). If the index 
of a surplus fixed point class of f on X - A is nonzero, we call the class essential and 
denote by SN(f : X - A) the number of such essential classes. 
For a map f : (X, A) + (X, A) we denote by M( f; X, A) the minimum number 
#(Q(g)) for g pairwise homotopic to f, and by M( f; X - A) the minimum such points 
on X - A. 
Theorem 2.2 [lo, 3.6 and 3.71. The number SN(f; X - A) is a nonnegative integer: If 
f zg:(X,A) -+ (X,A) then 
SN(f;X - A) = SN(g;X - A), and 
SN(f,X - A) < M(f;X - A). 
We recall the elements of relative Nielsen theory. If f : (X, A) + (X, A) is a map 
of pairs, we denote by f IA the restriction of f to A. We use subscripts to distinguish 
between fixed point classes F of f on X, and classes FA of f IA on A (note that this is 
an abuse when A = {xc,}, because then we denote the class of Z* with respect to f in 
X by F,). If FA n F # 0, then FA C F [6, 2.21. An essential fixed point class F, of 
f : X + X, is called an essential common fixed point class of f and f IA if F contains 
an essential fixed point class of f IA. Denote by N(f, f IA) the number of essential 
common fixed point class of f and f IA. The relative Nielsen number N(f; X, A) of 
f : (X, A) -+ (X, A) is defined to be 
N(f; X, A) = N(f) + N(f IA) - N(f > f 14. 
Standard results of relative Nielsen theory include [6, 3.1 and 3.21 that 
M(f; X, A) 3 N(f; X, A), 
N(f; X, A) 3 N(f I4 and N(f;X,A) 3 N(f). 
Note that when A = {x,}, N(f IA) = 1. If F, is an essential class of f on X, then 
N(f, f IA) = 1, if F, is not essential on X, then this number is zero. The following 
proposition then is clear. 
Proposition 2.3. Let f : (X,x,) --f (X,X*) be a based map where X is a compact 
connected polyhedron, if F, is essential then N( f; X, x,) = N(f) else N( f; X, 5,) = 
N(f) + 1. 
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3. The based Nielsen number 
We are now ready to define our based Nielsen number and prove some of its properties. 
3.1. Definition, properties and estimates 
Definition 3.1. Let f : (X, xc,) -+ (X,x,) be a based map (i.e., f(z,) = xc,) of a 
compact connected polyhedron X then the based Nielsen number is the sum 
N*(f) = SN(f;X -s*) + 1. 
Example 3.2 (cf. [5] and [lo, 5.21). Let X = S’ V S’ and z* = S’ n S’ be the wedge 
point. We use the notation of [5] illustrated in the above diagram. We define f : (X, IC,) + 
(X,x,) by f(bt) = b,‘, f(b2) = b,‘, f(bs) = b,‘b,‘bs and f(b4) = b&b& Then, as 
in [5], Q(f) = {z*, yt, yz} and f has two Nielsen classes B’t = (5,) and F2 = {y,, yz} 
of f on X. Simplifying the proof of [lo, 5.21, we observe that yt and y2 cannot be in 
the same fixed point class of f on X - A since there is no path from yr to y2 in X - A. 
So F2 divides into two surplus classes each with a single element. Now y] and y2 have 
index 1 and - 1 respectively, so SrV(f : X - CC*) = 2, N,(f) = 3 but N(f) = 0. So 
then Slv(f : X - z,), and hence N,(f), detects the two unremovable fixed point classes 
in Jiang’s well known map on the figure eight. 
From Theorem 2.2 and Definition 3.1, we have immediately 
Theorem 3.3. !f f 2 g : (X, L) + (x, CL+) then IV,(~) = N,(g). 
So IV, (f) is a based homotopy invariant. The point of all Nielsen theories is of course 
the homotopy invariant lower bound property which we now give. 
Theorem 3.4. If f : (X, z,) + (X, 2,) is a based map of a compact connected polyhe- 
dron X, then N,(f) < M(f;X,x,). 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.3, we need only show that Q(f) 3 N,(f). For a map f the lower 
bound property of SN(f; X - 2,) implies that #(Q(f) n (X - z+)) 2 SN(f; X - x,). 
Since x1; is a fixed point of f, then 
#(Q(f)) = 1 +#(@(f) n (X -x*,) > 1+ SN(f;X -x*) = N*(f). IJ 
The next theorem, which is the main one for computation and estimates, makes it clear 
that N,(f) comes into its own when x* is a local cut point. 
Theorem 3.5. Let f : (X, z,) 4 (X, 2,) b e a based map of a compact connected poly- 
hedron X. Then 
N*(f) b N(f; x, xc,) 2 N(f) 
If the base point x* is not a local cut point, then N,(f) = N( f; X, x*), that is 
N*(f) = C 
if F, is essential, 
Ei:i + 1 ifF* is inessential. 
Note that both inequalities in Theorem 3.5 are strict for Example 3.2. Note also that 
since the base point x* may or may not appear in an essential fixed point class of f, it 
is evident that N,(f) is not independent of the base point. 
The proof of Theorem 3.5 requires the next two propositions which will be useful in 
the next section too. Recall from [6] that a subspace A of X can be bypassed if any 
path in X with endpoints in X - A is homotopic to a path in X - A keeping end points 
fixed. 
Proposition 3.6. Let X be a compact polyhedron and x* a base point, then x* can be 
bypassed if and only if x+ is not a local cut point. 
Proof. Suppose that z+ is not a local cut point, and let c : I 4 X be a path with end 
points in X - x+. We may assume without loss of generality that x* is a vertex and 
that both the unit interval I, and the space X come equipped with a triangulation, and 
that with respect to these triangulations c is a simplicial map. In particular c-’ (x*) 
is a finite set {ti, t2,. . . , tk} of vertices. All this being the case there exist an E > 0 
such that the “ball” B” = {x E X 1 d( x,x*) < E} is contained in the star Stxx, 
of x*7 and has the property that the set c-‘(P) is the disjoint union of Ic intervals 
(t’l,t’l’),(t~,t~),...,(t~,t~) h w ere for 1 < j < k we have that tl < tj < ty. Since 
x* is not a local cut point we may assume furthermore that the boundary Bd(B”) of 
B” is connected. Let B denote Bd(B”) U B'. Under these constraints we may think of 
the set c(l) n B as consisting of k “angles” subtended at x*. Since B is clearly simply 
connected we can (up to homotopy) change the path c so that its image on the union 
of the intervals [t{ , ty], [ti, ti’, . . , [tk, ti] is contained in Bd(B”). Clearly this changed 
path is homotopic rel end points to the original c but contained in X - z+ as required. 
The converse is intuitively obvious, however we sketch a proof. Note that if z+ is a 
local cut point then there is an E > 0 such that B” = {x E X 1 d(x,x,) < E} has a 
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disconnected boundary. Let c be a path in B” connecting different components of the 
boundary. Clearly c passes through the point 2,. We assume (to obtain a contradiction) 
that c is homotopic (keeping end points fixed) to a path d in X - xt. Since any ball of 
smaller radius than E also has disconnected boundary we may assume without loss of 
generality that d is contained in X - B”. Consider the composite 
x,X 4 7ri~] (X/(X - B”)) -+ ~1 (B/Bd(B)) 4 H, (B/Bd(B)) + H, (B,Bd(B)) 
where the first homomorphism is induced by projection, and the second by the obvious 
homeomorphism at the space level. The image of the trivial loop d&‘c in Hk(B, Bd(B)) 
is clearly c, which is obviously a generator of HA (B, Bd(B)). On the other hand since 
the image of a trivial loop under a homomorphism is clearly trivial we see that this same 
c is also trivial, giving our contradiction. Thus z* cannot be bypassed. 0 
We use Proposition 3.6 in the next proposition 
Proposition 3.7. Let f : (X, xc,) -+ (X, 2,) b e a based map, in which x* is not a local 
cut point of X. Then 
SN(f; X - z*) = 
N(f) - 1 if F, is essential, 
N(f) 
if F, is inessential. 
Proof. Note for A = (5,) that N(f, flA) = E(f, flA), where E(f, flA) (defined in 
[9]) is the number of essential classes of f that contain a fixed point class of flA. Since 
N(f;X - A) in [9, 2.71 is defined to be the difference N(f) - E(f, flA), and since 2, 
is not a local cut point then by Proposition 3.6 and [lo, 3.81, we have that 
SN(f; X - 4 = N(f) - N(f) fl4 
If F, is essential then N(f, f 1 A) = 1, otherwise N(f, f IA) = 0. The result follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. That N(f, X, IC*) 3 N(f) is standard relative theory (see also 
Proposition 2.3). Note by Proposition 2.1 that the nonsurplus fixed point classes are 
all contained in F,, the class of z* with respect to f. In the case that F, is essen- 
tial, by Proposition 2.3 we have that N(f;X, z*) = N(f), so we need only show 
that N,(f) > N(f). By the additivity of the fixed point index, each of the N(f) - 1 
fixed point classes of E(f) - {F,} contains at least one essential surplus fixed point 
class of f on X - 2,, so SN(f;X - x*) 3 N(f) - 1. Thus for F, essential we 
have 
N*(f) = SN(f;X - 2,) + 1 2 N(f) = N(f;X,x*) 
as required. Similarly when F, is inessential then SN(P;X - x,) 3 N(f), and SO 
N*(f) 3 N(f) + 1 = N(f; X, xc,). The last part of the theorem follows from Proposi- 
tions 2.3, 3.6, 3.7 and the definitions. 0 
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Since SN(f : X - A) is not a homotopy ape invariant, it should be no surprise to 
discover that N,(f) IS not either. We need to include a counterexample here however, 
since the counterexample in [lo] is not for A a singleton. 
Example 3.8. Let X be the figure eight as in Example 3.2 and let z* be the wedge 
point. Let P be the “pants” that is the disc with two holes (see [5]) and let i :X + P 
be an imbedding for which there exists a retraction T : P -+ X. Let y* = i(z*), and 
h = i o f o T where f is given as in Example 3.2. Then h and f have the same homotopy 
type as maps, but y* is not a local cut point in P, so by Theorem 3.5 
N*(h) = N(h; P, y*) = 1 # N*(f) = 3. 
Remarks 3.9. As we have seen in the previous example N,(h) = 1. However since h 
is a deformation retract of f as a map (i.e., h = i of o T as above), then fixed points of f 
are also fixed points of h, so we can also deduce that #(Q(h)) 2 #(Q(f)) 3 N,(f) = 3. 
Since N,(f) is not a homotopy type invariant neither does it satisfy the commutative 
property (take g = fr, and k = i in Example 3.8 then N,(gk) = N,(f) # N,(g) = 
N,(kg)). However as our final property of N, (f) shows it is invariant under conjugation. 
Theorem 3.10. Let f : (X,x,) --f (X,x,) be a based map of a compact connected 
polyhedron X, and k: X --f X a homeomorphism with k(x,) = x*. Then N,(f) = 
N,(kfk-‘). 
Theorem 3.10 follows easily from Proposition 3.11 which discusses the invariance of 
SN(f; X - A) un d er conjugation. This property which is not found in [lo], is common 
in dynamical systems. We will use it in the next section, too. 
A map k:(X,A) + (X, A) of pairs is said to be a homeomorphism of pairs, if it is 
a map of pairs and a k is an ordinary homeomorphism of X such that its inverse k-’ is 
also a map of pairs. If k is a homeomorphism of pairs, then it is clear that its inverse k-’ 
is also a homeomorphism of pairs. If A is empty then k is an ordinary homeomorphism. 
Let f, g : (X, A) -+ (X, A) be maps of pairs, then f and g are said to be conjugate if 
there is a homeomorphism k : (X, A) + (X, A) of pairs such that k . f . kk’ = g. It is 
obvious that k induces a l-l correspondence between the fixed point sets of f and g on 
X - A. Moreover, we have 
Proposition 3.11. Let f, g : (X, A) + (X, A) be tw o maps of pairs which are conjugate, 
by a homeomorphism k : (X, A) --) (X, A) of pairs. Then, for anyfied point class F of 
f on X - A, k(F) is a fixed point class of g on X - A. If F is surplus, then k(F) is 
surplus, ind (f, F) = ind (g, k(F)), and so SN(f; X - A) = SN(g; X - A). 
Proof. Let F be a fixed point class of f on X-A, note that k(F) is contained in the fixed 
point set of g. Let xi and 52 be in F. Then there is a path cr in X - A such that cy N f. CY 
rel (0, 1) in X. Since k is a homeomorphism and k(A) = A, then k(X - A) c X - A, 
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andsoIc.CYisapathinX-A,andwehaveI;.a:NIc.(f.o)=g.(k.a)rel{O,l}in 
X. This implies that any two points in k(F) are contained in the same fixed point class 
of g on X - A. Since k is a homeomorphism, we have F = ICC’ . (k F). Thus, k(F) 
is a fixed point class of g on X - A. 
Consider the relative map g : (X, A) + (X, A). If k(F) is nonsurplus (with respect 
to g), then there is a path Q in X - A from a point yo in k(F) to A such that 
0:: (I,O,l- {l>,l) 4 (X,?/o,X - A,A), 
and with the property that ~1: N g(a) : (I, {0}, (1)) --+ (X, 1~0, A). Write ICO = k-‘(go). 
Then 20 is a point in F, and ICE’ cr is path in X - A from zo to A, and this shows that 
F is a nonsurplus fixed point class of f on X - A. 
We show next that if F is surplus then ind (f, F) = ind (g, k(F)). Since a surplus 
fixed point class is compact, we choose an open neighborhood U of F in X - A such 
that U n Fixf = F. As k is a homeomorphism, k(U) is an open neighborhood of 
k(F) in X - A, and since f and g are conjugate, k(U) n Fix g = k(F). We apply the 
commutativity of fixed point index to the maps klU and f . ICC’ 1 k(U), to get that 
ind((f. kK’). klU,U) = ind(k. (f. k-‘jk(U)),k(U)), 
i.e., ind(flU, U) = ind(glk(U), k(U)). It follows that ind(f, F) = ind(g, k(F)). Finally 
for the last part we merely observe from above that k induces a l-l correspondence 
from the essential surplus classes of f on X - A, to the essential surplus classes of g on 
X-A. 0 
3.2. The minimum theorem for N,(f) 
The minimum theorem for N,(f) follows below. Note that unlike its counterpart for 
arbitrary A [lo, Theorem 4.21 we do not require that X has no local cut point. Thus our 
minimum theory is in harmony with the fact that our number comes into its own when 
the basepoint is indeed a local cut point. 
Theorem 3.12. Let X be a compact polyhedron, and x+ a base point. If every component 
of X - X* has no local cut point, and is not a 2-manifold, then every map f : (X, x*) + 
(X, x*) is based homotopic to a map that has exactly N,(f) fixed points. 
Theorem 3.12 applies, of course, to Jiang’s map of the figure eight (see Example 3.2). 
The following proof is a modification of [lo, 4.21, and uses [6, 6.11 instead of [lo, 4.11. 
We are able to do this because the invariant subspace A = {z*} being a singleton has 
every point a fixed point. 
Proof. By [9, 3.11 we may assume that f is fix finite, and that all fixed points of f on 
X - x* lie in maximal simplexes. We unite fixed points in the same fixed point class 
of f on X - z* using the technique of of [6, 6.21. If x lies in a nonsurplus fixed point 
class of f on X - x*, then there is a path (Y: (I, 0, I - {l}, 1) + (X, z, X - x+, z*) 
from x, to z* such that cr 21 f(cr) : (I, (0). {I}) + (X,x,x*). Note that (unlike the 
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proof of [lo, 4.2]), we can deduce that o(1) = Z+ is a fixed point, and we can now 
use [6, 6.11 to move x to z+. As in [lo, 4.21, the proof is completed by deleting fixed 
point classes of f which consist of a single fixed point of zero index in the usual way 
[l, p. 1231. •I 
4. A Nielsen number for noncompact spaces 
In the classical definition of the Nielsen number some form of compactness is essential 
(see, for example, [ 11, or [7]). For example let f : [O, l] + [O, I] be any map, then f has 
Nielsen number N(f) = 1, so any map homotopic to f has at least one fixed point. But, 
if we remove the end points of [0, l] and consider the noncompact space (0, l), then the 
map g: (0,l) + (0,l) defined by g(x) = x2, has no points. On the other hand if we 
restrict ourselves to homeomorphisms and isotopies of homeomorphisms, we may get 
a different story. For example if one considers the homeomorphism g : (0, 1) + (0,l) 
defined by g(x) = 1 - x, then it is intuitively clear that any homeomorphism g, for which 
there is an isotopy H : f 2 g : Y -+ Y, has at least one fixed point. It is the purpose 
of this part of the paper to sketch out a Nielsen type number that will allow a more 
rigorous approach to this phenomenon. Our primary interest is in homeomorphisms, but 
we develop the theory in slightly more generality. 
4.1. One point compacti$cation and proper maps 
For a noncompact space Y, let Y” be the Alexandrov one point compactification, 
that is Y” = Y U {co} with the topology that includes the open sets of Y, together with 
the complement of closed and compact subsets K of Y. Since Y is not compact K can 
never be Y. In particular Y is not closed in Y 03, and the set { oc} is not open in Y”“. 
For any map f : Y + Y, let f” : Y O” + Y” be the function defined on YO” by 
P(Y) = f(y), if Y # cc, and f”(m) = co. We say that the map f extends to Y” if 
f” is continuous. We are interested in conditions that will ensure that f extends to Y”. 
This is not always the case, as the following example shows. 
Example 4.1. Let Y = (0,2rr), then Ym = S’, the unit circle with the usual topology. 
Define f to be the constant map at 7r, then f” is not continuous since (f”)-’ ({rr}) = Y 
is not closed in Y 03. 
We examine exactly where the continuity may fail. If U c Y is open then 
(f”)-‘(U) = f-V) is open in Y, and so open in Yoo. Let U c Y O” be subset 
of Yo3 with 00 E U. Then U is open in Y” if and only if K = (Y - U) is compact. 
Now (f”)-‘(U) = Y=f-‘(K) d an is o p en in Ya if and only if f-’ (K) is compact. 
So f” is continuous if and only if for any compact K c Y, f-‘(K) is compact, but 
this is just the definition that f is a proper map (see, for example, [8, p. 3 193). Clearly 
we have: 
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Proposition 4.2. Let f : Y 4 Y be continuous where Y is noncompact. Then f is 
extends to Y” if and only if f is proper: 
Since the continuous image of a compact set is compact, the following corollary of 
Proposition 4.2 is clear. 
Corollary 4.3. Let f : Y 4 Y be a map of a noncompact space Y, if f is a homeomor- 
phism then f is proper; and moreover the extension f ” : Y” + Y” is a homeomor- 
phism. 
Homeomorphisms are not the only proper maps. 
Example 4.4. Let Y = Yi U Y2, where Yi is the unit circle {(z* y) E IF?? ( x2 + y* = l}, 
and Yz = (1) x (-7r,r). Let f:Y + Y be the standard map of degree 3 on Yi , and the 
map which takes (1, CT) to (1, -z) on Y2. Then Y”” = S’ V S’ the figure eight. Clearly, 
f extends to Y”, and so is proper. Note that f” is a map of degree minus one on the 
right hand circle (and of course degree three on the left hand circle). 
Our definition of the noncompact Nielsen number will utilize the surplus number on 
Y 3L, the subspace consisting of the singleton cc. Since the surplus number is defined for 
compact connected polyhedra, we will therefore naturally require that Y” is a compact 
connected polyhedron. We spend a little while discussing when this might be the case. 
Proposition 4.5. Let (X. A) b e a compacr polyhedral pail; then (X - A)” is homeo- 
morphic to X/A. 
Proof. We define a map g : (X - A)% ---f XjA to be the identity on X - A, and we 
define g(m) = q(A), where q : X + X/A is the quotient map. If i : (X - A) -+ X, and 
j : (X - A) - (X - A)” are the inclusions, 
X-A-X 
j Y 
(X - A)” LX/A 
Clearly g is a local homeomorphism on the neighborhoods that exclude oo and A. To 
see that g is continuous let U be an open set containing A in X/A, Then X - q-‘(U) 
is closed in X, and therefore compact. So g-‘((X/A) - U) = j(i-‘(X - q-‘(U)) is 
also compact, and g is continuous as required. We complete the proof by showing that 
g is open. We need only consider open sets containing 03. Let Ii be such a set, then 
by definition (X - A)” - U is compact. Since g is continuous g((X - A)“” - U) is 
compact, so g(U) is open in X/A as required. 0 
It is often not difficult to see that X/A is a polyhedron, this is certainly the case if 
X = I and A = (0, 1). The next proposition gives a method of proving that this is 
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the case when A has empty interior (i.e., Bd(A) = A). Recall first that a collar of A 
in X is an embedding c : A x I + X with the property that c(z, 0) = 5, and such that 
c(A x [0, 1)) is an open neighborhood of A in X. 
Proposition 4.6. Let (X, A) be a polyhedral pair with Bd(A) = A. If A has a collar in 
X, then (X - A) O3 is a polyhedron. 
Proof. We show that X/A is homeomorphic to X U CA, where CA is the (unreduced) 
cone on A. The proof will then follow from Proposition 4.5. Let c: A x I + X be a 
collar of A in X, and let X U (A x I) be the adjunction space with pairs (a, 0) in A x I 
identified with a in X. We define a homeomorphism g : X + (X U (A x I)) as follows. 
9(x) = 
1 
(a, 1 - 4t) if 2 E c(A x [0, a]) and IC = ~(a, t), 
c(a, 2t - i) if 2 E c(A x [i, i]) and z = c(a, t), 
X otherwise. 
It is not hard to see that g is a homeomorphism, and that g maps A homeomorphically 
onto A x 1. Thus g induces the required homeomorphism between X/A and X U CA. 0 
The space X/A (and hence (X-A)“) is a polyhedron, under different constraints. For 
example if X is the figure eight, and A the left hand circle then X/A 2 (X-A)” E S’ . 
Note however the method of the proof of Proposition 4.6 breaks down since (X - A)” 
only has the homotopy type of X U CA and, as we shall see, the noncompact Nielsen 
number NW(f) is not a homotopy type invariant. It would be interesting to know if, 
under the conditions of Proposition 4.5, that X/A is always a polyhedron. 
4.2. The definition and properties of NM(f) 
If Y” is a compact polyhedron, and the map f : Y + Y is proper, of the relative map 
f” : (Y”, W) + (Y”O, a) is defined. 
Definition 4.7. Let Y be a noncompact space, with Y” a polyhedron, and let f : Y + Y 
be a proper map, then the noncompact Nielsen number NW(f) is defined by the formula 
N”(f) = SN(f”;Y”O - {co}). 
We invite the reader to distinguish carefully between Na(f) and N(fm). It is not 
hard to see for f in Example 4.4 that N”(f) = 2. Combining Proposition 3.11 with 
Corollary 4.3 we have immediately the following invariance of N”(f). 
Theorem 4.8. Let Y be a noncompact space, with Y” a polyhedron, and let f : Y + Y 
be a proper map, if k : Y + Y is a homeomorphism, then k f k-’ is a proper map, and 
NO”(f) = N”(kfk-‘). 
Since we are constructing a Nielsen theory, we need to know in what sense we have 
homotopy invariance. As with other Nielsen theories for restricted classes of maps we 
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cannot expect to have a full homotopy invariance (e.g., the homotopy invariance of 
compactly fixed maps is restricted to compactly fixed homotopies [7]). Clearly then we 
need to know not only what maps extend to Yoo, but also what homotopies extend. For 
isotopies our work has been done for us in [2]. 
Recall (i.e., [2]) that an isotopy of a topological space X is a homotopy H : X x I + X 
such that for each t E I, the map Ht :X -+ X defined by Ht(z) = H(z, t) is a 
homeomorphism. We have seen that a homeomorphism f : Y + Y of a noncompact 
space extends to homeomorphism f” (Corollary 4.3). For homotopies we have the 
following result of Crowell from [2]. We would like to thank R.F. Brown for pointing 
out this reference to us. 
Proposition 4.9 [2]. Let H : Y x I + Y be an isotopy between homeomorphisms f and 
g. If Y is locally compact Hausdot$ then H has a unique extension to isotopy H” of 
f” and go0 defined in the obvious way. 
Crowell shows that without the hypothesis in Y the proposition is wrong! From the 
relative homotopy invariance of the surplus Nielsen number (Theorem 2.2) and Proposi- 
tion 4.9 we have: 
Theorem 4.10. Let Y be a noncompact space, with Yw a polyhedron, and let 
H:f-g:YxI+Y 
extend to Yo3, then N”(f) = N”(g). 
In particular from Proposition 4.9 and Theorem 4.10 we have: 
Corollary 4.11. Let Y be a noncompact space, with Y” a polyhedron, and 
H:f=g:YxI+Y 
an isotopy of homeomorphisms f and g, then NW(f) = N”(g). 
From Theorem 2.2 we have 
Theorem 4.12. Let Y be a noncompact space, with Y” a polyhedron, and let f : Y + Y 
be a proper map. Then N”(f) is defined, is a nonnegative integer and f has at least 
NO”(f) fixed points on Y. 
Proof. Notice that the fixed point set of f w on Y” - {oc} is just the fixed point set of 
f. Thus, by definition of N”(f) and standard surplus theory (see Theorem 2.2) f has 
at least NO”(f) fixed points on Y (= Y”O - {co}). 
From this theorem and Proposition 4.9 we get 
Corollary 4.13. Let Y be a noncompact space, with YDo a polyhedron, and let f : Y --f 
Y be a homeomorphism. Then N”(f) is defined, is a nonnegative integer and any map 
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g, for which there is an isotopy H: f E’ g : Y + Y, has at least N”(f) fixed points 
on Y. 
The following example formalizes the intuition discussed in the introduction to this 
part of the paper. 
Example 4.14. Let Y = (0,27r), and let f, g : Y + Y be two homeomorphisms defined 
by f(x) = 27r - z and g(x) = z respectively. Then Yoo = S’, which we represent 
by {eie, 0 < 8 < 2~). Now f and g extend to f O” and go0 defined respectively by 
fm(eie) = ei(2+‘) and gm(eie) = eiB. Note that f” is a reflection, and has two fixed 
points. One of these is m so there is only one fixed point on Y” - {co}. This point 
belongs to an essential surplus fixed point class of f on Y” - {oc)}, so N”(f) = 1. 
By Corollary 4.13 any map h for which there is an isotopy H : f E h : Y + Y has at 
least one fixed point. 
On the other hand to calculate N”O (g) we note that the set Y” - {co} is a single 
fixed point class of g on Y” - {co}. This class is nonsurplus so 
N==(g) = SN(g”;S’ - {co}) = 0. 
We remark that the map g has a noncompact fixed point set. This shows an improvement 
in methodology over the work of Scholz [7], who required that his maps and homotopies 
have compact support. 
We can also use Example 4.14 to show that Nm( f) is not a full homotopy invariant. 
Let H : Y x I 4 Y be defined by H(z, t) = 27r(l -t) +s(2t- l), then H is a homotopy 
f p g, but NOO( f) # Nm(g). Note however that H clearly does not extend to Ya x I 
since H(., i) does not extend to Y” (see Example 4.1). 
The reader is invited to compare how intuition and theory blend in the next example. 
Example 4.15. Let Y = Yl U Y2, where 8 = (0) x (-T, TT) and Y2 = {I} x (-K, K). 
Let f : Y --f Y be the homeomorphism which takes (i, X) to (i, -x) for i = 0, 1. Then 
Y” = S’ V 5” the figure eight, f extends to Y”, and NW(f) = 2. So any map g for 
which there is an isotopy H : f g g : Y -+ Y will have at least two fixed points. 
We close this subsection with two results that can help in computation. From Theo- 
rem 3.5 and Proposition 3.7, using the fact that NW(f) = SN(f”,Y” - {co}), we 
have the first of these results (we use F, to denote the class of cc in Yw): 
Theorem 4.16. Let Y be a noncompact space, f : Y + Y a proper map, and Yoo a 
polyhedron, then 
Nm(f) 3 N(fOO;Y”O,co) - 1 3 N(f”) - 1. 
Suppose that co is not local cut point, then N”(f) = N(fm;Ym, CCI) - 1, and 
ifFoo is essential, 
if F, is inessential. 
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The next example serves not only as an illustration of Theorem 4.16, but gives the 
basis for a relative example in the next section. It also forms a basis for some concluding 
remarks for this section. 
Example 4.17 (Bells and whistles). For each .z in @ the complex plane let 0: denote 
the unit disc with centre z, and let Sj denote its subspace the unit circle. Consider the 
space Y which is the union DT2 U SA U Sii U Di, with the point (2) removed. Then Y 
is connected by the points - 1, i and + 1, and Y” ” Y U { 2) (the point (2) plays the 
role of the point at infinity). We define a map f of Y as follows. On ,S’A it is the standard 
map of degree 5 (i.e., z c) z5), so the points il, and &i are fixed points. On DT2 the 
map f is reflection about the real axis, on 0; - (2) it is the identity, while on Sii it is 
reflection in the imaginary axis. Clearly f extends to Y” and so is proper. There are 5 
fixed point classes of f” namely the classes of the sets (-3 6 z < -l}, {i}, {-i}, 
(3i) and 0: - (2). Each fixed point class is essential (an easy way to see this is to use 
[3, Lemma Al]). Thus N(f”) = 5, and since 2 = “cc” is not a local cut point and F, 
is essential, we have by Theorem 4.16, that IV-(f) = 5 - 1 = 4. 
If one prefers examples that are homeomorphisms one can modify Example 4.17 as 
follows: 
Example 4.18. Let Y = D?2 U SA U (0; - {2}), and f defined as in Example 4.17 on 
Dt2 and 0; - {2}, but reflection in the real axis on Sh, Then any map g for which there 
is an isotopy H : f ” g : Y + Y has at least NCO (f) = 1 fixed point. 
The final result of this subsection shows how to relate the computation of N”(f) to 
the induced map on homology. 
Theorem 4.19. Let Y be a noncompact space in which Y3” is a Jiang space, and a 
polyhedron in which co is not a local cut point. Let f : Y + Y be a proper map, then 
NW(f) = { 
0 ifL(fO”) = 0, 
#Coker(l - f,“) - 1 ifL(fm) # 0, 
where f,” : HI (Y”) 4 HI (Y”) is the homomorphism on the one-dimensional homol- 
ogy group. 
Example 4.14 can be used to illustrate Theorem 4.19. 
Proof. Under the conditions of the theorem if L(f”) = 0, then N(f”) = 0. The 
class F, of cc in Yoo is clearly inessential, so by the second part of Theorem 4.16, 
NW(f) = N(fm) = 0. If L(f”) # 0, since ~1 (Y”, co) is abelian and Yoo is a Jiang 
space, then N(f”) = #Coker (1 - f,“) by standard Nielsen theory, and so again by 
Theorem 4.16 NO”(f) = #Coker (1 - f,“) - 1. 
Remarks 4.20. The way that we have chosen to define a Nielsen number for a non- 
compact space Y can at times be rather clumsy. Consider for example the space Y in 
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Example 4.17 with the point -2 removed, but the same map. Then Yoo is homeomorphic 
to the union of SA and the cones on Si and Si, joined at the top. Now the point co is a 
local cut point and so in light of Theorem 4.16 one might expect N”(f) in this example 
to be greater than N”(f) in Example 4.17. In fact it is less, since we lose the class 
of (-3 6 z < -1). In fact the fixed point classes (-3 < z < -2}, (-2 < z 6 -1) 
and 0; - (2) of the new example are now all nonsurplus so the new Nm(f) = 3. 
As with ordinary Nielsen theory there are various ways of getting round the inadequacy 
in particular situations. We will discuss one such way in the last subsection where we 
introduce a relative Nielsen theory for periodic points. 
4.3. Relative Nielsen theory for noncompact spaces 
In this section, we show how Nielsen theory for noncompact spaces may be extended to 
the relative situation. In keeping with the motivation for ordinary relative Nielsen theory, 
we have a special interest in manifolds with nonempty boundary, and in particular with 
homeomorphisms of such spaces since they are naturally boundary preserving. 
Throughout this section f : (Y, A) + (Y, A) will be a map of a pair of polyhedra 
Y and A, with Y noncompact, and A compact. If Y Dc) is a polyhedron, it is clear that 
(Y”, A) is a pair of compact polyhedra, and f extends to (Y”, A) if and only if the 
underlying map f : A + A extends to Y”, that is if and only if f is proper. We will 
abuse notation in this case, and say that the map f : (Y, A) -+ (Y, A) itself is proper. 
Definition 4.21. Let f : (Y, A) + (Y, A) be a proper map A, with with Y a noncompact 
ANR, A a compact polyhedron, and such that Y O” is a polyhedron. A surplus fixed point 
class F off on Yoo - { } CC is sai d to b e a common surplus fixed point class off and its 
restriction f IA : A + A, if F contains a fixed point J: of f IA which lies in an essential 
class of f]A. If in addition F is essential then F is said to be an essential common 
surplus$xed point class off and f IA. 
The corollary to the next lemma shows we might just as well deal entirely with fixed 
point classes. 
Lemma 4.22. Let f : (Y, A) -+ (Y, A) b e as above, let F be a surplus fixed point class 
off on Y”O - {cc}, and let FA be a fixed point class of f IA. If F fl FA # 0, then 
FA 5 F. 
The proof of Lemma 4.22 is identical to the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [6] once fixed point 
classes of f are replaced by surplus fixed point classes of f on Y” - {co}. Similarly 
we have 
Corollary 4.23. Let f : (Y, A) -+ (Y, A) be as above, an essential surplus fixed point 
class is a common essential surplusfied point class tf and only ifit contains an essential 
fixed point class of f IA : A + A. 
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We define NS(f”, flA) to be the number of common essential surplus fixed point 
classes of f” and flA. Note that NS(f”,flA) 6 NW(f), and NS(f”,flA) < 
N(f IA). 
Definition 4.24. Let f : (Y, A) + (Y, A) be a proper map of polyhedra Y and A, with 
Y noncompact, A compact and such that Y O” is a polyhedron. We define N”O(f; Y, A) 
to be 
Nm(f;Y, A) = N”(f) + N(jIA) - NS(f”. j-IA). 
Note that N”(f; Y, A) is an integer, and that N”(f; Y, 0) = N”(f). 
Example 4.25 (Relative bells and whistles). Let Y and f be as in Example 4.17, then 
N”(f) = 4. Let A be the union of the subsets Si and SL, of 0: and Dt2 respectively. 
There are 3 fixed point classes of f[A on A, they are the classes { -3}, {- l} and the class 
of Si. The first two classes are essential, while the third is inessential so N(f(A) = 2. 
It is easy to see that NS(f”, flA) = 1, so N”(f; Y, A) = 4 + 2 - 1 = 5. 
As in Section 5 we can combine Proposition 3.11 with an easy extension of Corol- 
lary 4.3 to give the following invariance of N”(f; Y, A): 
Theorem 4.26. Let f : (Y, A) + (Y, A) be a proper map of polyhedra Y and A, with 
Y noncompact, A compact, and Y” a polyhedron. If k : (Y, A) --) (Y, A) is a homeo- 
morphism, then N”(f; Y, A) = N”(kfk-‘; Y, A). 
Using the relative homotopy invariance of the surplus Nielsen number (Theorem 2.2), 
we are now able to mimic the proof of [6, 3.31 to obtain: 
Theorem 4.27. Let f : (Y, A) -+ (Y. A) be a proper map of polyhedra, with Y non- 
compact, A compact, and YM a polyhedron. If H : f y g : (Y, A) x I 4 (Y, A) is a 
homotopy in which the underlying homotopy H : f N g : Y x I -+ Y, extends to Y”, 
then NW(f; Y, A) = Na(g; X, A). 
From Proposition 4.9 and Theorem 4.27 we have 
Corollary 4.28. Let Y be a noncompact space, with Y”O a polyhedron, A c Y compact, 
and H:f z g:(Y,A) x I + (Y. A) a pairwise isotopy of homeomorphisms f and g, 
then NOO(f;Y,A) = N”(g;X,A). 
The proof of the next theorem is an easy modification of [6, 3.11, we refer the reader 
to this reference for more details. 
Theorem 4.29. Let f : (Y, A) ---f (Y, A) be a proper map of polyhedra, with Y noncom- 
pact, A compact, and Y” a polyhedron. Then N”( f; Y, A) is a nonnegative integel; 
and f has at least NW (f; Y, A) fixed points. 
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Putting Corollary 4.28 and Theorem 4.29 together we get: 
Corollary 4.30. Let Y be a noncompact space, with Y” a polyhedron, A c Y compact, 
and let f : (Y, A) + (Y, A) be a homeomorphism of pairs. Then N”( f; Y, A) is defined, 
is a nonnegative integer and any map g for which there is a pair-wise isotopy 
H:f 2 g: (Y,A) 4 (Y,A) 
has at least N” (f; Y, A) fixed points. 
Example 4.31. Let Y = {(x, y) E R2 1 1 6 x2 + y2 < 2}, and let f : Y -+ Y be reflec- 
tion about the x axis. Let A be the unit circle centered at the origin, which is contained 
in Y, then f is a self homeomorphism of the pair (Y, A). Now Y” is homeomorphic 
to S* with an open disc removed, that is Y” is of the homotopy type of a two disc. 
There are two fixed point classes of f” on Yco - (001, and both are nonsurplus, so 
N”(f; Y, A) = N(flS’) = 2. Th us any homeomorphism g for which there is an isotopy 
H : f g g : Y + Y has at least N”(f; Y, A) = 2 fixed points. Note that N”(f) = 0. 
We would expect the next theorem by analogy with relative Nielsen theory. It follows 
trivially from Definition 4.24 and the remarks preceding it. 
Theorem 4.32. Let Y be a noncompact space, with Y” a polyhedron, and A c Y 
compact. Let f : (Y, A) + (Y, A) be a proper map, then 
(9 NCO(f; U, A) 2 N(f IA), 
(ii) N”(f;Y,A) 2 N”(f). 
We observe that in Example 4.25 both inequalities in Theorem 4.32 are strict. We close 
with the following theorem which gives a simple condition which allows us to calculate 
N”(f;Y,A) directly from N(fOO;Y”,A). 
Theorem 4.33. Let Y be a noncompact space, with Y”O a polyhedron, and A c Y 
compact. Let f : (Y, A) + (Y, A) be a proper map, and suppose furthermore that the 
point 00 is not a local cut point. If F, is inessential, or if it is an (ordinary) essential 
common fixed point class off m and f iA, then 
N”(f;Y,A) = N(fW;YCO,A). 
If F, is essential, but not an (ordinary) commonJixed point class off w and f IA, then 
N”(f;Y,A) = N(fw;YW,A) - 1. 
Examples 4.25 and 4.31 furnish us with examples of these equalities. 
Proof. Note first that 
N”(f; Y, A) - N(f”; Y A) 
= (N”(f) - Ivrm) + (W”, f IA) - j=V? flA$ 
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Since 00 is not a local cut point we can use Theorem 4.16 to help determine the first of 
these two differences. In particular if F, is inessential, then the first difference on the 
right hand side of the equation is zero. Also since co is not a local cut then it satisfies 
the bypassing condition, and so each essential surplus class of f” (with respect to the 
subspace {co}), coincides with an ordinary Nielsen class of f” by [ 10, 3.81. Thus from 
the definitions, the second difference is also zero. In a similar way if F, is an (ordinary) 
essential common fixed point class of f” and f iA, the first difference is - 1, while the 
second difference is $1 (here (N(f”, flA) counts the class F,, but NS(fm, f]A)) 
does not). 
In the case that F, is essential, but not an (ordinary) essential common fixed point 
class of f” and f 1 A, the first difference is -I (Theorem 4.16) ,but the second is zero 
as before. 0 
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